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Somaliland Freedom Righter’s Report
SOLJA’s Media Cases Annual report (2016)
Executive Summary:
Chairman Remarks
As usual SOLJA records and
documents the media cases
against the journalists in
order to act against the
silencing of media by the
government bodies or other
entities

that

attempt

to

threaten

the

freedom

of

expression

and

right

to

information and spread the
news by the journalists in the
interest of the large public.
During this year 2016, we have recorded 13 media cases and around 20 journalists put in
jail for various reasons. These occurred across six regions of Somaliland. There is only
one female detained this year 2016. In addition, It’s important to mention that the DP
world agreement by the government was the fueling agent of a number of journalists in
different regions.
SOLJA has not only limited to their freedom fighting journey to create a fearless
atmosphere with Somaliland Journalists but rather to the public and all citizens. We are
committed to create an enabling environment for the individual journalists, Media
institutions no matter private and public, the independent scholars, gifted poets and
writers that express their freedom against the issues that press their life and nation.
On behalf of SOLJA leaders we are very proud to mediate and involved all these arrests
by achieving their releases as soon as possible. Our response was immediate, by
compromising and direct contacts with officials and groups that ordered these arrests
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and managing very case with the convenience and soonest for freeing the journalists in
order to exceed their professional practice without halting.

Mohamud Abdi Jama,
SOLJA, Chairman.

Executive Directors’ remarks
Freedom of expression plays a
significant

role

in

building

democratic Somaliland. It’s the
urge we as Somali landers have
been striving for in the colonial
period in 1960. It’s the same vision
we have broken away from the
Somalia republic due to the
pressures,
detention,

prejudice,
mass

killings

illegal
and

censorship made by the regime of Siyad Barre that came to an end in 18 May 1991 once
we had the bravery commitment and heading a new dimension for building an
independent and democratic nation that reflects the will of the citizens that gets their full
freedom of expression without the least intervention in terms of setting out their political
path, creating a standardized socio-economic and most importantly enjoying their rights
provided by the International Human rights law. For example, article 19(2) stated the
right to freedom of opinion without interference, compromises, the right to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas of all kinds. Moreover, the Somaliland Press law
27/2004 has also guaranteed the rights of journalists as well.
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Since, SOLJA is a home for around 500 journalists that actively works for both public and
private media and based all six regions. We stand for the protection of these practicing
journalists to preserve their rights from any form of violations not only limited to
beatings, harassment and illegal detention and closure of media houses.
This report assesses and analysis the all cases reported from January 2016 and their full
information in clear and concise process. In 2016 the freedom level was fading compared
to last year according to Freedom houses report rated 54% is quite lower than 2015.

Yahye Mohamed,
SOLJA, Executive Director

January 18:
In Burao, the capital city of Togdheer region, a freelancer journalist
has been detained after he had interviewed in jail an Ethiopian man
who was accused of cannibalism of a two years old child in Outskirt
of Buroa. Abdi Malik Muse well-known as Coldoon have been in
jail for five days and his release was eased by SOLJA organization by dealing with the
President of supreme court and the governor of Burao district.
January 28:
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In Mandheera, a district that is located in the eastern of
Hargeisa Capital were briefly arrested two journalists named
Ahmed Sa’eed Mohamed who works for Kalsan Tv and
Abdirahman Ige who works for Somnews private Tv. Both of
them

were

accused

on

Subversive or Anti-National
Propaganda after alleged with the higher police officials
reporting. They were set free after SOLJA managed their release
by mediation and compromise with police officials.
April 13
In Borama the capital city of Awdal region, two journalists
have been arrested in 14 April 2016, one of the journalists were
working Rayo TV Ali Aare was arrested for illegal reporting
about local women’s in the city. And
the other one was working Boorama
news agency called Mohamed Omer
Jaray respectively. Mohamed Jaray was arrested for sarcastic
condemn of Somaliland national Song via chosing to sing
Somalia’s national anthem rather than that of Somaliland.
The two journalists were freed later and the Boorama news
agency was banned by the Awdal regional court.

26 April:
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The Minister of Interior Mr. Ali Mohamed
“Warancadde” have kidnapped a journalist called
Abdifatah Ismail Arshe. The young man was in his
way to his way to home when a police catch him,
beat and tortured than taken to a black house who
have been kept there for as long as three days. It was
a disaster to mention that the minister himself came
while he was at jailed home, the minister threatened
him why he has wrote and spread about a speech
he supported the Waddani party before he have
been assigned as the Minister in the ruling party. The minister hit Mr. Arshe while his
body guards were holding his hands back. As a result, he had some injury in his face due
to this hard hits.7
After three days in jailed black room he was then submitted to the Central police station.
Shortly afterwards, SOLJA have been contacted and we have took appropriate reaction
to facilitate the release of Mr. Arshe were we have successfully achieved to regain his
freedom.
Moreover, SOLJA have also submitted a complaint letter to the president of Somaliland
Hon: Ahmed Mohamed Silaanyo to consider this cases threating situation by bringing
Mr. Warancadde to the court in order to stop his evil repeatedly occurring Journalists
harassments.
May 4
In Laascaanod a reporter who works for Kalsan Tv called Mohamed
Ahmed Jama was detained in Laascanod and his case was alleged
with a news he has aired about the import of Miiro Type of Qat in
Laascanod city, its import created a conflict on rate of tax between the
Ministry of Finance and the Qat dealers.
May 25
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In Berbera, around 5 journalists have been arrested 25
May 2016. The journalists are both from private and
public agencies particularly, Mukhtar Abdirahman who
works for SLNTV, Ahmed Awsicid, Kalsan Tv, Cabdi
Cige from Somali News, Mosa Jama who works for
Somali Cable and lastly Sidiiq Carab who is a member
of SBS TV. Their charges focus on the Government
agreement of Berbera Port Investment by DP World
Company from UAE. During an interview, with the
higher officials of the DP World Company and the Local
council of the Berbera city meeting those journalists
have been warned not to feed this news to a public reach. But later, they did and that is
the main reason the Mayor of Berbera arrested as much as he could catch.
However, after some days SOLJA has responded these issues and starts effective
mediation with government where their release was succeeded within short period of to
3 days after the Saaxil Regional Court ordered their release.

May 29
The journalists Mr. Abdi Hassan Abdi of Bulsho
TV and Mr. Abdirashid Sh. Abdiwahab Sh.
Ibrahim, the chief Editor of Foore Newspaper
were arrested by officers attached to Somaliland
Criminal Investigation Department on Sunday
morning 29 May 2016, at a local hotel in Hargeisa.
However, Abdi Hasan who works for Bulsho Tv have been released after one day only
while Abdirashid have been detained and kept in jail as long as two weeks. Abdirashid,
the Editor of FOORE newspaper have been charged that he have written false news about
the agreement of the DP World investment over the Berbera Port and the propaganda on
the weekly ministerial meeting’s disturbance of the First lady of the state. With reference,
to his charges in the court these two issues were mainly behind his arrest and also the
hunting of Mohamed Mohamud Yusuf, the Manager of FOORE newspaper who have
been in search.
Hopefully, the Chairman of SOLJA facilitated his release by press conference against this
and call for the presidential to release if not found guilty. After sometime, we have
submitted a request of release to the president Mr. Ahmed Mohamud “Siranyo” and
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SOLJA will guarantee his responsibility because he was ill-mannered and can’t stay in
Jail long time. After that, his case was in court, were we offered our utmost legal aid
assistance. Not only limited to lawyers that advocates for but also facilitation of every
single activity that needs effort. Now, the court hearing is finished and the decision of
judiciary is only remaining.
June 19:
Ethiopian army have arrested five Somaliland
Journalists in a small town called Wajaale located in
the border line between Somaliland and Ethiopia.
They are all based in Gebiley region
were
Muhyadiin from SLNTV, Ayanle from Bulsho Tv,
Mohamed Jama from Star Tv, Caydaruus from
Universal Tv and Mukhtaar Nouh Ibrahim from
Horn Cable Tv. All of the four journalists are freed immediately except Mukhtar Nouh
that works for Horn Cable Tv. He has been taken to Jigjiga and was in jail at least 20 days!
Without facing any charge. He was alleged with a reporting on a killing that occurred in
Somali region of Ethiopia. Afterwards, the signal for HORN CABLE Tv was out and dark
for 6 days due to this issue.

SOLJA has produced a firm call and press release to the
Somaliland Government to pay attention to this cruel act
of Ethiopian Government against its journalists that
were tactically taken from their town in Gebiley. SOLJA
was leading all activism activities to achieve the releasing of Mukhtaar where we have
achieved after a bit longer period of time compared to others.

June 23:
In Berbera, on June 23rd 2016 a Freelancer Journalist has been arrested by the Berbera
Police officers while he was recording video from a protest which was occurring in the
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city of Berbera against the government agreement on the Investment of DP World
Company in the next 30 years.
The police took him and jailed. Since, we on behalf of SOLJA produced a call towards the
government officials in Berbera in order to bring him on the justice or immediate release
if he was not found guilty. Successfully on 26 June 2016, he was released and SOLJA
managed his release.

June 28
In Buroa, the capital city of Tog-dheer region, the minister of
interior Mr. Ali Mohamed Warancade arrested a journalist who
works for the SLNTV, state television called Abdisatar Sabri have
been put in jail for recording an uprising and protest going on in
Burao city against the ethnic conflict of Gaashaamo killings. He
was then released

July 20:
In Burao, the capital city of Togdheer region a journalist named
Mahad Goodir who works for the Star Tv have been arrested. He
was accused of recording video on local Sheikhs that affiliated
with radicalism. SOLJA has managed his release and freed after
a while.
September 9:
During early September, the kingdom of Saudi
Arabia a two Somalilander journalists who
works for the State Television SLNTV named
Mustafe Yusuf Ahade and Abdirazak Isak Duale
were detained in the Suadiarabia after they are
accused of invalid and illegal country entrance
documents.
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They are still in jail and the Somaliland Government has not yet facilitated their releasing
efforts.
20 October
A female journalist named Farah Abdi Nuur who works for
Horn Cable Tv was briefly detained by the Garadag police
officials in Sanaag region she was accused of a video/news she
made about a conflict that occurred after a food distribution by
the government in response to the drought of eastern regions.
She was immediately released by her after SOLJA managed
her case within short period of time.

Closed media Houses and media cases that undergone the Court:
Somali Channel
In 8 February, the body guards of the Minister of Health Mr.
Saleban Ise ( Xaglatoosiye) opened and intentional firing with
the Somali channel office in Buuhoodle in search of a member
of journalists that works for the Tv named Ali dhagjar.
Moreover, the bodyguards have destructed the office and
overtook its control within short period of time and seized
equipment’s and furniture.
Hubsad
From Nov 2015, Hubsad was closed and its owners were
arrested. They have been accused of illegal ownership of the
agency and also false news they have wrote exposing the sale
of public land with no reason by the Presidential Palace. The
court started listening the case and its still going with no
convincing decision.
Foore Magazine
The court proceedings and hearing of FOORE case was all
finished but there is no yet court decision.
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Ogaal:

Haatuf:
Haatuf has been banned since April 2014.
Hubsad:
Xogogaal and Codka shacabka:
The suspended local newspapers were not yet listened to their case by the court or neither
set free for proceeding their daily activities.
Social Media Cases:
Ali Mahdi Jibriil Hassan:
Ali Mahdi Jibriil Hassan is journalist that works for Bulsho
TV based in Hargeisa, the CID called him for investigation
due to a recently news he has published in his Social Media
especially Facebook. The news was alleged with a
establishment of new port near Berbera called Ceel-garde.

Preserving the citizens Freedom of Expression!
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